DETERMINATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF DIGITAL
ELEVATION MODELS BASED ON MOMS-2P IMAGERY
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The use of space images for mapping is becoming more and more popular
caused by the growing number of sensors and available scenes. Nevertheless
there is a lack of usable stereoscopic scenes. Only few very high resolution
stereo scenes have been taken by IKONOS, but also the number of stereo
scenes from SPOT and IRS-1C and –1D is limited. International it is not well
known, that a large part of the world has been covered by the 3-line-sensor
MOMS-2P. A cloud free scene combination, taken by MOMS-2P has been used
for the determination of a detailed digital elevation model (DEM) by automatic
image matching with the programs DPCOR and LISA-FOTO. The result of an
automatic image matching is not a DEM with the height of the ground, it is a
digital surface model (DSM) corresponding to the visible object, including also
buildings and trees and in addition some mismatching cannot be avoided. A
simple filter should not be used for this, because it goes to the average height
and not to the ground. With the Hannover programs DTMCOR and RASCOR
the matched DSM has been improved to a usable DEM without manual editing.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital Elevation Models (DEM) for medium scale mapping can be based on space images
which are more and more available. Nevertheless there is a lack of usable stereoscopic
scenes. Only few very high resolution stereo scenes have been taken by IKONOS, caused
also by the extreme cost and the not acceptable order conditions, but also the number of
stereo scenes from SPOT are limited and not in any case they can be used because of the
change of the imaged object during the time interval between taking both scenes of a pair.
The IRS-1C and –1D are operating primarily in the
nadir mode due to the fact of the slow and energy
consuming rotation of the cameras. International it is
not well known, that a large part of the world has been
covered by the 3-line-sensor MOMS-2P and that these
stereo scenes can be ordered for a very reasonable price.
figure 1: project area
A cloud free scene combination, taken by MOMS-2P
over South-West-Germany, with parts from France and
Switzerland has been used for the determination of a
detailed digital elevation model (DEM). The images have been taken from an altitude of

383km, this corresponds to a pixel size of 17.7m and a scene size of 104km x 103km. The
nadir angle of the forward and the backward scene of 21.5457° is resulting in a height to
base relation of 1 : 0.85. A sufficient sun elevation of 47° was available at the imaging time
at May 8th, 1998, 8:58. As it can be seen in figure 2, absolutely no cloud has disturbed the
view. There are only some limitations with the grey values which are in the range from 23
to 160 for the backward scene 6 and 16 to 83 for the forward scene 7, but this is not
influencing the image matching, only for the manual inspection a radiometric improvement
has been used.
The image orientation is based on control points, digitised from maps 1 : 25 000,
computed by the Hannover program BLASPO for handling satellite line scanner images.
The discrepancies at the control points are in the range of +/-12m (0.7 pixel) for X and Y,
corresponding to the accuracy of the used maps and +/- 19m for Z (1.1 pixel for x-parallax)
(Büyüksalih, Jacobsen 2000).

figure 2: MOMS-image
of project area

2. AUTOMATIC IMAGE MATCHING
The DEM has been determined by automatic image matching with the program DPCOR
and also LISA-FOTO. Both matching programs are based on the region growing method,
using the pixel positions of the manual measured control points as start values. DPCOR
determines the height by a combination of image correlation and least squares matching,
LISA is using the correlation by the vertical line locus based on information in the object
space.

DPCOR is handling the image matching in the image space. Starting from known
corresponding points, which may come from the bundle orientation, other homologue
points are identified in the neighbourhood and from these again other points are identified
up to the covering of the whole model. This method has the advantage that it is not
necessary to modify the matching program for the special image geometry. The resulting
pixel positions could be used within the program BLASPO for handling satellite line
scanner images. With the sub-program COMSPO the correct geometry, including the
systematic effects, determined by additional parameters was respected by the intersection.
DPCOR has matched with a correlation coefficient ≥ 0.80 from the specified 1 054 036
points 836 706 (79%) correctly within a computation time of 1:15 h on an Athlon 900MHz.
The intersection with COMSPO
was possible with an accuracy of
0.86 pixel. 43% of the not accepted
points did not converge, the other
have had a too small correlation
coefficient which is checked before
the least squares matching, that
means, the contrast was not
sufficient.
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Figure 3: frequency distribution of
the correlation coefficient

3. IMPROVEMENT OF THE DSM TO A DEM
In general the result of an automatic image matching is not a DEM with the height of the
ground, it is a digital surface model (DSM) corresponding to the visible object, including
also buildings and trees and in addition some mismatching cannot be avoided. The quality
of the unfiltered result based on DPCOR requires the improvement by the effects of the
buildings and trees. A simple filter should not be used for this, because it goes to the
average height and not to the ground. The Hannover program RASCOR can improve a
DSM based on a serious of tests. The following methods are combined: check for minimal
and maximal height, height difference of a point in relation to the neighboured points in Xand Y-direction, linear or polynomial regression in X- and Y-direction, height difference
against a moving rotated plane or polynomial surface and height difference against the
surface of a prediction. The linear or polynomial regression and also the rotated plane or
polynomial surface are combined with data snooping – it is necessary to use the
redundancy numbers for isolated points. In addition for the identification of buildings,
especially for LIDAR-data, sudden changes of the heights and in the same profile back
changes are used. This function has usually no effect for automatic image matching,
because such data usually do not show the buildings with a sudden height change, usually
they are shown like small hills but not in the case of the small scale MOMS-images, where
the Nyquist frequency does not allow to identify single buildings in a DSM.
The settings of the required parameters for the tests are determined by an analysis of the
data by the program. The program user only has to specify the main character of the area

like smooth, undulated or very undulated and homogeneous or different. In addition usually
a second iteration with the whole sequence of the tests should be used - the program is
using automatically lower tolerance limits in the second iteration. After this, a smoothing
of the results is possible by a local polynomial surface or tilted plane. Special areas can be
excluded from the general improvement. This may be required for large scale applications
where a dam, caused by a limited size, cannot be identified automatically. In these special
areas only the height differences of neighboured points are checked.
As it can be seen in table 1, 19.85% of the points have been excluded by RASCOR as not
belonging to the surface. This is a usual percentage for automatic image matching of such
an area. In the case of large scale images in city areas, up to 40% are rejected.
DEFAULT VALUES FOR NOT HOMOGENUOUS AREA
COMPUTATION FOR VERY UNDULATED TERRAIN
ANALYSIS FOR VERY UNDULATED AREA
42 POINTS ( .00 %) NOT USED BECAUSE < 100.00
0 POINTS ( .00 %) NOT USED BECAUSE > 1299.55
============== FIRST ITERATION ============
52262 POINTS ( 2.52 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHBORED POINTS IN X > 23.635
70435 POINTS ( 3.40 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHBORED POINTS IN Y > 23.635
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - CHANGE OF Z-LEVEL UP/DOWN X
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - CHANGE OF Z-LEVEL UP/DOWN Y
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHB. PTS. AREA EXCLUSION > 70.000
22586 POINTS ( 1.09 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. FITTING 1: 5 14.816
21781 POINTS ( 1.05 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. FITTING 2: 7 18.183
16462 POINTS ( .79 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. SURF. 6 > 11.819
27538 POINTS ( 1.33 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST PREDICTION PLANE > 8.273
============= SECOND ITERATION ============
52367 POINTS ( 2.53 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHBORED POINTS IN X > 16.276
40268 POINTS ( 1.94 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHBORED POINTS IN Y > 16.276
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - CHANGE OF Z-LEVEL UP/DOWN X
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - CHANGE OF Z-LEVEL UP/DOWN Y
0 POINTS ( .00 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. NEIGHB. PTS. AREA EXCLUSION > 70.000
34116 POINTS ( 1.65 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. FITTING 1: 5 9.265
20940 POINTS ( 1.01 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. FITTING 2: 7 12.353
16743 POINTS ( .81 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST POLY. SURF. 6 > 8.029
35877 POINTS ( 1.73 %) REMOVED - Z DIFF. AGAINST PREDICTION PLANE > 5.621
1660741 OUTPUT POINTS ( 80.15 %) INCLUDING SPECIAL POINTS
211064 + 200353 POINTS NOT USED ( 19.85 %)

Table 1: protocol of RASCOR for the refinement of a DSM to a DEM
The comparison of the contour lines generated by LISA-BASIC based on the original
matched data (figure 4) with the contour lines based on the filtered data (figure 5) shows
very well the effect of the filtering by RASCOR. In figure 4, especially on the left hand
side, a lot of noise can be seen, caused individual DSM-points located on top of vegetation
and buildings. The contour lines based on the filtered data are more corresponding to the
reference data. It is important not to use a simple filter which takes the mean value of the
neighbourhood or also a median filter because both do have the trend to go to the mean
value which is located between the top of the buildings and vegetation and the ground.
Such filters are causing systematic height shifts. Another possibility is the filtering after the

elimination of the points not belonging to the ground – such a filter has the effect of a
generalization and this may be useful for some applications.

Figure 4:
contour lines based on
original data,
contour interval: 200m

Figure 5:
contour lines based
on filtered data,
contour interval:
200m

Figure 6: 3D-view of the DEM “Black Forest” oriented against South
Nevertheless the filtering by RASCOR and DTMCOR is based on the neighboured points.
If a larger group of points has an Z-offset caused by vegetation or buildings and no point is
located on the ground, the programs are not able to eliminate such points. This happened
for example in the area of the village Kenzingen – marked in the upper left part of figure 4
and 5. The ground of the village is just below an altitude of 200m, but the contour line goes
around, because a group of points has been matched on top of the buildings and the
surrounding trees.
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Table 2: result of the final smoothing (Z-range, percentage of group, summed percentage)

A final smoothing of the data has been done by RASOR like shown in table 2. A
polynomial fitting to the 5 x 5 – neighbourhood resulted in a mean square change of the Zvalues of 2.24m, which will be approximately 50% of the relative standard deviation
(accuracy of one point in relation to the neighboured one). The histogram of the values
(table 2) gives also an impression of the remaining influence of vegetation and buildings.

Figure 7: 3D-view to the original matched data of a sub-area

Figure 8: 3D-view to a sub-area filtered by RASCOR

As it can be seen in the comparison of figure 7 , showing a 3D-view of the original
matched data in a sub-area, with figure 8, showing the corresponding data, filtered by
RASCOR, the influence of vegetation, buildings and mismatching has been removed, but
also the small obstacles are not any more included in the final result shown in figure 8.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on a MOMS-2P stereo scene, with limited effort a qualified digital elevation model
has been generated for an area of 10 000 km². For the scene orientation control points have
been taken from a topographic map 1 : 25000. The control point accuracy is the mayor
limitation of the final product because the image matching is possible with sub-pixel
accuracy. Even based on MOMS-scenes it is necessary to eliminate the points, not located
on the solid ground, but on vegetation and buildings. This has been done automatically
with the Hannover programs RASCOR and DTMCOR. Approximately 20% of the points
have been removed, resulting in a sufficient contour-plot which does not include the noise
of the original matched points.
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